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A New Family of Intelligent Multi-Color
X-Y Plotters
Ihese fast, precise, programmable plotters draw report-
quality four-color p/ots. Features include dashed-line fonts,
several built-in character fonts, user-defined characters,
and symbol plotting.

by Lawrence G. Brunetti

F napUIC PEN PLOTTERS provide a permanent,
\f graphical representation of collections of num-
bers. The numbers may be derived from financial and
statistical data bases, test and measurement system
outputs, or computational results. The idea is similar
in all cases-turn the numbers into graphic repre-
sentations that promote the human visual data reduc-
tion process.

Models s872A and zzztA X-Y Plotters (see Figs. 1
and z) are designed to perform this function with
unp receden ted  fac i l i t y .  These  p rog rammab le
microprocessor-based A3-size (11x17 in) plotters
produce high-quality plots in up to four colors. Basi-
cally identical, the two plotters differ in their input/
output interfaces and in some built-in functions.

The design of a new generation of X-Y plotters
presented opportunities to try out exciting new
technology. But technology must be transformed into
product features that benefit the user. Therefore, the
objectives for the new plotters included such user
benefits as improved line quality, mechanical relia-
bil i ty, and low cost of ownership.

Line Quality
L ine qual i ty  s tar ts  at  the pr ime mover.  Ser-

vomechanisms are the traditional means of reducing
the effects of imperfect mechanisms and motors. The
9872A17227A approach is to start with an inherently
linear step motor and an essentially constant torque
curve. The coupling between motor shaft and pen tip
is a stiff, deadband-free mechanism instead of the
traditional servo loop.

The mark that a pen plotter leaves on the paper is a
permanent record of how the mechanism moved the
pen from point A to point B. An S-shaped anomaly of
0.1 mm peak-to-peak amplitude spread out over a 100
mm vector has zero visual impact, but a series of
0.1-mm sinusoidal anomalies at a wavelength of t
mm will cause great concern for the health of the
mechanism. Line width changes or modulation can
be caused by the pen bouncing at the beginning of a
vector, or by a pen tip that can't deliver sufficient ink
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Fig.1. HP lnterface Bus version of the new four-color X-Y plot-
ter, Model 9872A, is compatrble with IEEE Standard 4BB. lt has
five built-rn character sets, polnl digitizing capability, and in-
ternal self-test.

plotting at l ine quality exceeding older designs by
2:1. For extreme cases, near-perfect l ine quality can be
achieved by use of a velocity command that gives the
user a choice of maximum slewing speed or a 2i1
reduction in acceleration.

Mechanical Reliabil ity
A mechanism starts to wear out the moment it be-

gins to move. Our job was not to discover when the
design would fail, but to design a mechanism that
would make a l ife test boring. One example is the X
and Y travel guide mechanisms. Loaded linear ball
bearings on hardened steel shafts have demonstrated
an actual l i fe exceeding the objective of tOO miles of
travel by 4 to 5 times.

A pen plotter draws vectors. In some applications,
the vectors most often drawn result in characters. As
the character drawing speed is increased in new plot-
ters, the user feels more compelled to use that speed.
This increase in use of the character drawing capabil-
ity has a large impact on the perceived reliabil i ty of
pen lift mechanisms. Traditional mechanisms de-
signed to pick up the pen at the end of the final vector
in a curve don't last long when a lot of text is drawn.
By paying proper attention to the fundamental pen
lift ing mechanism, an order-of-magnitude increase in
pen lift l i fe was achieved. By concentrating on the
design of mechanisms that would work inherently,
these kinds of improvements in l i fe were realized
throughout the product.

Cost of Ownership
Cost of ownership has many components: init ial

purchase price, consumables (paper, pens), down/up
time ratio (which includes mechanical reliabil i ty),

repair cost, service l ife, ease ofuse (training required),
and many other factors.

Troubleshooting a product that has diff icult access
for test instrumentation is frustrating and time-
consuming. The 9872A17221.A solution is to first
make access easy, and then to allow full operation of
the product while probing for the problem. The mod-
ular concept and subassembly repair are retained and
are enhanced by the self-tesUdiagnostic system built
into the plotter. Self test is implemented at two levels.
An external confidence test switch can be used to
exercise most of the circuitry and mechanics, and an
internal  se l f -d iagnost ic  system provides a com-
prehensive troubleshooting aid that quickly isolates
problems to a particular printed circuit assembly and
in some cases to a particular component.

The Need for Intell igence
A plotter is always part of a system. The plotter may

be simple-having the ability to understand only the
minimum set of instructions: MovE, pENUp, pEN DowN.
Here, the burden is placed on the controller for pro-
viding high-level graphic capabil it ies, and the I/O
channel carries messages that describe every move
the plotter makes. Alternatively, the controller may
be kept busy doing other things, or the communica-
tion channel may be slow. The plotter may then be
given computational and decision-making power
that exceeds that of the controller. The question be-
comes one of the division of intell igence, and must be
answered early in the game.

Two factors influence the division of intell igence.
The first is the capabil ity of the controller. In a com-
puter system, where the plotter is supported by a

Fig.2. Remote terminal four-color X-Y plotter, Model 7221 A,
has an RS232C inbrtace. Emphasis is on maintaining plotting
speed independent of the interface at low baud rates. Special
instructions help reduce the volume of traffic on the communi-
cations link.



baud aperture.

A Family ot Plotters
Two versions of the basic mechanism and operat-

ing system were established, the major difference
being the I/O channel and the firmware capability
needed to operate in these two different environ-
ments.

Model 9872A interfaces with the HP Interface Bus,
or  HP-IB ( IEEE 4SS).  The p lot ter  in te l l igence is
accessed via a mnemonic graphics language called
HPGL. A mnemonic language was chosen so that
controllers that do not support the 9872A with a
high-level driver can be easily programmed to use the
graphic functions built into the plotter.

The second version, Model 7227A, has an RS232C
interface. Heavy emphasis is placed on maintaining
plotting speed independent of the interface at low
baud rates. The interface language is binary coded,
and special instructions can be used to reduce the
volume of individual vector commands.

Certain graphic functions are common to both plot-
ters. Character generation, programmable l ine types
made up of dashes and dots, programmable velocity
for high-quality plots on various media, and centered
character plotting for curve differentiation are a few
examples.

Repetit ive and common graphic routines such as
circles, axes, translations, and rotations are a few
capabil it ies that fall into a grey area. In the 9872A,
these are left to the programmer as subroutines. In the
7221A, which is subject to slow communications at
110 and 300 baud, the traffic is reduced significantly
by a plotter-resident arc generator and macroinstruc-
tions. The arc instruction reduces communication to
the information required to specify an arc, rather than
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Fig. 4. Model 7221 A significantly reduces the ttme requrred
for numerical control verification plotting. Macroinstruc-
tions and single-command arc and circle generatron are
important 7221 A features in this type of application.

Fig, 3. Examples of four-color busmess and engineering
plots that are easily programmed on the 98724 and 7221A
X-Y Plotters.

software driver, the tendency is to minimize the plot-
ter intell igence: keep it simple. This results in a large
software driver and a correspondingly high volume of
traffic on the I/O channel. In systems where much of
the peripheral support is in the form of read-only
memory (ROM), the tendency is the opposite. Plotter
intell igence is emphasized to minimize special plot-
ter ROMs in the controller, and in some cases the
plotter is virtually self-supporting.

The second factor is the speed of the I/O channel.
The HP interface bus, or HP-IB (IEEE Standard +ga), is
virtually instantaneous to a plotter, although plotter
communication may interfere with other I/O activity.
Interface standard RS232C may be looked at as being
subdivided into two categories: hardwired and com-
mon carrier. Hardwired, the data rate at 2400 baud is
high enough that the communication time is not a
major consideration. On the other hand, common car-
rier data rates on unconditioned lines are typically
only 110 to 300 baud, and the cost of telephone time
may discourage plotting. Ironically, on the other end
of a timeshare l ine may be a highly capable computer
whose output must be squeezed through a tiny 110-
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each chord. Macroinstructions can be stored in the
plotter and executed with a two-byte message. The
storage space also acts as a buffer for all gmphic com-
mands. The buffering of vector end points while a
macroinstruction is being plotted keeps the pen mov-
ing even at an input rate of 110 baud.
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SPECIF ICAT IONS
HP Models 9872A and 72214X-Y Plotters

PLOTNNG AREA
Y AXIS: 280 mm (11 in)
X AXIS: 400 mm (15.75 in)
Accommodates up to ISO A3 and 280 x 492 mm ('1 1 x 17 in) charl paper.

PLOTTING ACCURACY
!O.?/" ol delleciion aO.2 mm (O.OOO in) lincludos linsarity and repeatability

and assumes the plottar has bgen "zeroad" oxactly to ths lower left (0.0)
coodlnates].

REPEATABILITY
FOR A GIVEN PEN: 0.10 mm (0.004 in)
PEN-TOPEN:0.20 mm (0.008 in)

AODRESSABLE RESOLUTION: Smallosl addrsssabls move: 0.025 mm
(0.001 in)

SPEED
MAXIMUM: 360 mm/s (14 in/s) in each axis, 509 mm/s (20 in/s) on 45' anglo.
PROGRAMMABLE: pen speed may bs adjusled to any one of 36 speods from

10 mm/s (0.4 in/s) to 360 mm/s (14 in/s) in 1o-mm/s (0.4 in/s) increments under
program conlrol.

VECTOF LENGTH: No limit-any lenglh veclor within the plotter's mechanical
limits will b€ plotted to wilhin th€ praviously mentoned accuracy.

CHARACTEn PLOITING SPEED: 3 characters/s typically lor 2.5-mm (0.1-in)
characters.

OrisCltg ptOtnNG: When ollscale data is received by the plotter, th6 plottsr
will automatically calculate the mecianical limit intercept of that vector and pro-
ceed to that point. As additional ottscals data are received, the plotter will moni-
tor lhe localion of thsse data and resume plotting, once onscale data is recsived,
by again calculating lhe new mechanical limit intercept and plotting from that
limit lo lhe on-scale data point. Plotting accuracy and r€peatability specifica-
tions are pressrued.

PEN CONTROL: Localmntrol byfront-panglswilchesorremole@ntrolbyprogram
commands; capable of >20 opsrations/s.

POWER REQUIREilENTS
SOURCE: 1O0l120l22Ol24OV - 1oo/o. +5o/o
FREQUENCY:48-66 Hz

ENVIRONMENTAL RANGE
TEMPERATURE: 0"C to 55'C
RELATIVE HUMID|TY: 5% to 950/0 (betow 40"C)

StrEAA'EIGHT
HEIGHT: 189 mm (7.5 in)
WIDTH: 497 cm (19.5 in)
OEPTH:455 mm (18 in)
NET WEIGHT: 18.2 k9 (40 lb)
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 25.4 kg (56 lb)
CUBE: 0.21 m3 (7.4 tt3)

PRICES rN U.S.A. 98724. $4200. 7221A. $4600.
MAI{UFACTURING OIVISION: SAN DIEGO DIVISION

'16399 West Bernardo Drive
San Diego, California 92127 U.S.A.

Easy-to-Use Interface Language Controls
HP-IB Plotter
by Thomas H. Daniels and Larry W. Hennessee

tt'ODEL s872A X-Y PLOTTER is designed to
IVI interface to controllers via the Hewlett-Packard
Interface Bus (IEEE a88). This bus provides for the
transfer of ASCII-coded data between controllers and
instruments.

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of the 9872A Plotter. The
operat ing system exists in 5K 16-bi t  words of
firmware stored in read-only memory (ROM). It is
executed by the HP Calculator Products Division's
binary processor chip (BPC) microprocessor.l. The

system further requires 256 16-bit words of random-
access memory (RAM) for stack operations, scratch-
pad, and instruction and parameter storage.

Upon power-up, an internal switch is first tested to
determine whether the plotter is to run in its normal
mode or if its internal self-test is to be executed. As-
suming that the normal mode has been selected, the
ordinary and expected initialization procedures are
executed as indicated in Fig. 2. Upon completing this
sequence, the operating system falls into its final



execution state, a small executive loop in which it
polls its I/O interface and its own front panel for
requests.

Front-panel requests are always in the form of one
or more pushbuttons'being pressed by the operator,
e.g., "go to lower left" or "select pen 2" . By means of
16 pushbuttons, the operator can select or put away
any of four pens, move the pen around the full surface
of the platen at two speeds, go to or set either the
lower left or upper right scaling points, enter a dig-
itized point, turn chart hold off and on for paper
loading, raise or lower the pen, or completely re-
initialize the plotter.

All functions that canbe commanded fromthe front
panel can also be invoked by a program via the I/O
interface, except for turning chart hold on or off and
entering a digitized point.

Program inputs are in the form of commands sent
over the I/O from the controller, e.g., a calculator or
computer. The command format is a sequence of
ASCII characters. Each command begins with a two-
alpha-character instruction code followed by any
necessary parameters, and ends with a terminator
character. Multiple parameters are separated by
commas. The instruction characters can be upper or
lower case, and the terminator is either a semicolon or
a line-feed,

After the plotter is initialized at power-up, or has
received a command terminator. the I/O firmware
combines the next two input characters to form an
instruction. This instruction is compared to all en-
tries in the plotter's internal instruction list. Once a
match is detected, control  is t ransferred to the
firmware associated with this instruction. The in-
struction code then instructs the I/O firmware as to the
form of its parameters. The parameter types are as
follows:
r Integer: optional sign, integers between -32768

Fig. 1. Block diagram of Model
9872A X-Y Plotter.

and +32767, and no decimal point
r  Dec imal :  op t iona l  s ign ,  numbers  be tween

-127.999 and +727.999, and an opt ional deci-
mal point

r Printing characters: any character to be drawn by
the plotter while in label mode.

When the plotter receives X-Y coordinates that are
too large to be handled within the word size of the
processor, the plotter enters a lost mode and blinks
the front-panel out-of-bounds light. While in lost
mode every command that would otherwise cause
pen motion is ignored until a pen motion command
within the processor's range is received.

If a coordinate pair to be plotted is within the pro-
cessor's range but off the platen, a clipping function
causes the pen to move from its current position on
the platen toward this next point, and stop at the edge
of the platen. Moving from a point outside the platen
back onto the platen, a pen-up move is made to the
point on the edge of the platen where the incoming
line would intersect the edge and then the remainder
of the line is drawn in from the edge to the point.
These are special cases of the plotter's general clip-
ping function: any rectangle can be mapped onto the
platen under program conhol to restrict pen motion
to be within the defined area. This makes it possible to
protect the area outside the rectangle. When the cur-
rent point to be plotted lies outside the clipping area
the front-panel out-of-bounds light is turned on.

Every millisecond an interrupt occurs within the
plotter. The interrupt service routine's primary func-
tion is to output numbers to the hardware interpolator
that drives the X and Y-axis motors (see article,
page 13). A velocity profiling algorithm, upon receipt
of a rnove command from either the I/O system or the
front panel, accelerates the arm from rest to some slew
velocity and then begins to decelerate the arm at the
proper distance from its destination, stopping it at the



tomatic pen lift is to prevent ink bleeding. This is a
hardware change of pen state only; the controller still
considers the pen to be down, and before any sub-
sequent X or Y motion, the pen will be set down
automatically by the plotter firmware.

Self-Test
Approximately 10% of the ROM space was set aside

to allow the instrument to be self-tested. Self-test con-
sists of a series of tests used to detect failure in the
electronic components or aid in the adjustment of the
pen drive system (see Fig. 3).

Self-test has an automatic and an interactive phase.
The automatic part of the test consists of exercising
the CPU and interrupt system, checking sums on all
ROMs, RAM testing, and I/O testing. The interactive
port ion tests I /O address switches, front-panel
switches, and LEDs. Tests to exercise the pen drive
system are also provided to move the arm at specified
angles for electronic compensation adjustments.

The self  test is control led by a test advance
pushbutton and an internal bank of rocker switches,
and is monitored by an internal LED (light-emitting
diode) display. The operator sets the desired test
number into rocker switches and then presses the test
advance pushbutton. Success or failure is indicated
by an octal code (0 through 77) output to the LED
display. The cause of any failure is established at least
to the board level and in some cases to the component
level.

In addition to these internal instrument self-tests, a
user confidence level test has been provided. When
the operator sets a rear-panel switch, the instrument
goes through its automatic electronic self-test, then
waits for the rear-panel switch to be reset. When the
operator resets the switch, the plotter does a power-
up initialization.

Interface Language
Since the 5872A was an entirely new design, it

represented an opportunity to design an interface
language that would be easy for the user to under-
stand and apply.

The 9872A language is called HPGL, for Hewlett-
Packard Graphic Language. With HPGL the user can
access plotter capabilities that may not be present in
the controller's plotter ROM or software, such as ve-
locity control NS), user-defined characters (uc), slant
characters (sL), and so on. The plotter can be driven by
any controller that can talk to the HP-IB. Examples are
the HP 9831A, 98308, and gSzsA Desktop Compu-
ters.

In the 9872A, HPGL has thirty-eight different
commands, each represented by two ASCII characters
(Fig. +). The letters in most cases represent the ab-
breviation of the command itself: PA means plot abso-

Fag.2. 9872A Plottet is controlled by an HP microprocessor.'[he 
operating system ls stored in read-only memory. After

initialization, the operating system seft/es into a small execu-
tive loop.

requested end point. The slew velocity while the pen
is down is programmable via the I/O system. Pen-up
moves are always made at maximum speed. Should
some velocity be requested other than the default full
velocity, the plotter assumes the user is more in-
terested in line quality than in speed, and the acceler-
ation and deceleration are automatically halved.

Besides accelerating, slewing, and decelerating the
motors by computing numbers for the interpolator,
the interrupt routine has three minor tasks: to control
any blinking of the front panel lights, debounce the
front panel switches, and lift the pen after it has been
motionless for approximately one minute. The au-



Instruction Data and
Address Bus

s0-Line Ribbon Cabte

Selt Test Tesls Motors, Solenoid,
and All Printed Circuit Assemblies
(PCAs) Except Autogrip.

Confidence Test Verifies Motors,
Solenoid, and PCAS Shown
in Soliil Color.

Fig. 3. Se/f-test is built into both the 98724 and the 7221 A Ptotters. The complete se/f-tesl
identifies the faulty printed circuit board or component. A less thorough confidence fest rs a/so

provtded.

Fig.4. HPGL is a high-level graphic language used for con-
trolling the 9872A Plotter. The plotter can be driven by any
controller that can talk to the HP inErtace bus.

lute, tD means pen down, sp means select pen, and so
on.

When a command requires a numeric parameter in
addition to the two-letter mnemonic, the numeric
parameter is also sent in ASCII form. For instance, the
command to select pen number four is: Sp4;.

Commands are delimited with semicolons and can
be strung together, such as: pD; Sp1; Spz; Sp3; pU;.

The plotter's plotting area is divided into plotter
units, each of which is equal to 0.02b mm. To cause
the plotter's pen to move to a certain position, HPGL
uses PA or PR with coordinate pairs sent in plotter
units. For instance, to move the plotter to the coordi-
nate 100 mm, 200 mm, the HPGL ASCII string sent
over the I/O would be pA4000,8000;. Coordinate pairs
can also be nested within the PA command, such as
P40,0,4000,8000,5000,6000;.

The plotter can act as either a talker or a listener on
the bus. When it is receiving plot data it is a listener,
but it can also output data to the controller. This data
can be erlor messages, status messages, current posi-
tion, digit ized position, and so on. The commands
used to do this are oE, os, oc, and ol, respectively.

To fur ther  i l lust rate how HPGL works.  le t 's
examine some examples of how a typical bus control-
ler, such as the HP 9S308, would use HPGL to run the
9872A. The 98308 is programmed in BASIC and uses
a CMD statement to access the HP-IB. Other controllers
use WRITE or PRINT statements to do the same thing.

A 98308 BASIC program line that would cause the

CP
cs
ol
D R
L8
SA
sl
SL
SR
ss
UC

wide,  h igh

wide, high

Ossignate alternsia ret n Ii]

Dosignate standard set m [il
Absolute di.ecrion ldj
Re la t i ve  d i rs t ion  [d ]
Lsbe l  ASCI I  s t r ing  [c ]
Select alternare character set
Ablolute character size [dl
Absolute character slant lfrom veni6l) ldl
Relarive charscter size [d]
Select standard cha.acter set
Use. delind cha.acter Iil

Dosignats lins type t rnd lensth | [dl
Symbol mods [c]
Sel€ct pcn [i]

Select volocity v for psn n lil

InPut pr and p2 t i l

Output pr and p2 l i l



9872A to select pen four and plot a square with the
origin at 0,0 and with 10-centimetre sides, would look
like:

10 CMD"?U%","SP4;PU;
PAO,0;PD;PAO,4000,
4000,4000,4000,0,
0 ,0 ; "

The first part of the statement, "?rJo/o", sets up the

98308 as a talker and the plotter as a listener. The
second part of the statement sends HPGL code to the
plotter.

A program that would output X and Y variable
values to the plotter would look like:

10 CMD"?U%"
20 OUTPUT (13,30) "PA",X,Y
30 FORMAT F6.0,",",F6.0

where line 20 is an output statement that is formatted

by line 30.
These examples illustrate that any controller that

can send ASCII characters to the HP-IB can control the
98721'.
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Remote Terminal Plotter Offers Simple
Programming and Efficient
Communications
by David A. Bones and Marvin L. Pafterson

,T, Hn BANDWIDTH of the interface channel has
I a direct impact on the design of a peripheral de-

vice. Comparing the 9872A Plotter described in the
preceding article with the 7227A Remote Terminal
Plotter makes this clear.

In the case of the 9872A Plotter, the HP-IB interface
provides a relatively high bandwidth compared to the
data rates required for vector graphics. This allows
the use of a high-level mnemonic interface language,
HPGL, that transfers graphic data in an easily read-

able form. On the other hand, a timeshare user at-
tempting to plot program output through a ten-char-
acter-per-second serial digital interface would be ser-
iously hindered by the data communication time re-
quired for such a high-level interface language. For
instance, a single absolute move such as pAz000,

3000 can take over  a second to t ransmit  at  ten
characters per second. The plotter is capable of
p lot t ing at  a much h igher  rate,  so the graphic
system quickly becomes interface l imited.



Fig. 1. Block diagram of Model 7221 A Remote Terminal X-Y Plotter.

The data communications environment also im-
pacts the features that are useful to the user. For in-
stance, the 9872A is capable of window plotting, that
is, clipping incoming plot data at a predefined
boundary. In the serial interface environment, this
would imply the transmission of large amounts of
data that simply are not plotted. This would be both
time consuming and expensive to the timeshare user.
Instead, software is usually provided in the time-
shared computer to provide this clipping function.
Data points outside the clipping window are sup-
pressed and only those points that contribute to the
final graphics are transmitted.

On the other hand, certain graphic features such as
arcs and circles require the transmission of large
arirounts of redundant data. A circle containing 36
chords typically takes 144 characters of transmitted
data'to accomplish on a remote plotter, whereas the
actual data required to define the circle is on the order
of only eight characters. Therefore, a useful feature of
the 7221A that saves large amounts of data transmis-
sion time is an arc-generation algorithm within the
plotter.

The 7227A Remote Terminal Plotter essentially re-
directs the microprocessing power resident in the
9872A to optimize performance with a bandlimited
serial digital interface. An efficient binary interface
language is used to minimize the number of char-
acters necessary for vector plot t ing. Advanced
graphic features have been included such as arc gen-
eration, programmable macroinstructions, definable
dashed line generation, and internal generation of six
character fonts. These features minimize the need for
redundant data transmission, thus saving the user
both time and timeshare costs. An 1150-byte buffer
(expandable to 3198 bytesJ stores incoming graphic
plot data.

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of.the 7221.A Remote Ter-

minal Plotter.

Binary Data Format
The binary format used in Ihe 7221A accomplishes

several objectives. First, it provides data communica-
tion efficiency by minimizing the number of charac-
ters necessary to specify data points. X-Y pairs can be
sent with one, two three, four, or five characters, with
each character carrying a minimum of four and usu-
ally six bits of information. Leading zeros can be
suppressed so the data format expands or contracts to
accommodate the largest component. Most fre-
quently used instructions are encoded as single ASCII
characters.

Second, the data format is self-delimiting so that
long strings of X-Y data can be transmitted without
the need to insert extra characters to show where one
data point ends and another begins. Finally, the data
format does not include the 32 ANSI-standard control
characters commonly used in timeshare environ-
ments to control peripheral devices. This eliminates
many of the problems encountered in the past with
the transmission of binary graphic data over a
timeshare communication network designed to oper-
ate printing terminals.

As shown in Fig. 2, the instruction format provides
for three different command levels. First, peripheral
control instructions are coded as ANSl-standard
three-character escape code sequences. These in-
structions are executed immediately when received
by the 7227A. First-order graphic instructions are
encoded as a single pr int ing ASCII character.
Second-order graphic commands consist of a se-
quence of two printing characters, always beginning
with a -. Both types of graphic commands are always
routed to an internal data buffer and executed on a
first-in-first-out basis. This command format pro-
vides the flexibility needed for the existing 41 instruc-
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BINARY COOING
Oevice Control  Commands 00'1 1011

0 1 0 1 . 1  1 0
' nnnnnn

First Order Graphic Commands 1 1 l nnnn

Second Ordei  Graphic Commands 11111 10
' nnnnnn

Numeric Parameter
0 t o 6 3

Absolute Graphic Parameler
0 t o 1 5
0 to 1024

Q lo 32767

Absolute XY Parameter
0 t o 3
0 t o 3 1

0 to 255

0 to 2047

0 to 16383

Incremental X Parameter
' 16  t o  l 5

-  5 .12  t o  5 l  1

1 6384 to 1 6383

'nnnnnn

. l  . l0nnnn

. l  10nnnn
'nnnnnn
' I  10  -  nnn
t  nnnnnn
'nnnnnn

)

' I  |  0xxyy
1  1  Oxxxx
' xyYyYy

1  1  0xxxx
' xxxxyy
' vv  vvvY
1  1  0xxxx
' x x x x x x
. XYYYYY' vvvvvv
1  1 0 x x x x
' x x x x x x
' xxxxyy
'YYvv  

v  v' vvYvvv

. l 0 xxxxx
' 10xxxxx

1  0xxxxx
' l 0xxxxx

1  0xxxxx
1  0xxxxx

Incremental Y Parameter
similar to X axis except for leading two bits, i.e;

16  t o  15  O l yyyyy
All incremental XY data ooints consist of one to
three bytes ot X data followed by one to three
bytes ol Y data.

Angle Parameters
Byte Coding Significance of Bits (Degrees)

1  1  1 0 n n n n 180 90 45 22.5
2  ' nnnnnn  11 .25  5 .63  2 .81  1 .40  0 .703  0 .352
3 .nnnnnn 0.176 0.088 0.044 O.0?2 0.01 1 0.006

One byte yields resolution to 22.5 degrees.
Two bytes yield resolution to 0.352 degrees.
Three bytes yield resolution to 0.006 degrees.
All angles are positive. Zero degrees is at the three o'clock
oosition.

' means bit 7 is the complement of bit 6
- means bit not used

Flg.2. 7221 A instruction formats. Coding is binary. The rnter-
face conforms to standard RS232C.

tions l isted in Fig. 3 and for future expansion of the
instruction set.

Firmware Features
Several new features in the 7221.A reduce the

number of characters needed to generate a typical
plot. First, an internal character generator similar to
that of the 98724 allows plots to be labeled effi-

ciently. In previous plotters four characters of data
typically had to be transmitted for each stroke in each
letter that appeared on a plot. Thus the letter M re-
quired the transmission of about 20 characters each
t ime i t  was drawn.  With i ts  in ternal  character
generator, the 7221,A requires only one character for
each letter drawn. This makes labeling of graphics
much faster and less expensive.

An arc generator in the plotter accepts the radius,
start angle, and stop angle of an arc and then gener-
ates a sequence of pen motions that approximate the
specified arc with straight chords. If a circle is de-
sired, only the radius needs to be specified. If a radius
has already been specified in a previous command,
only the single character command for the arc must be
sent to generate another circle of the same radius. The
user can trade cosmetics of the approximated arc for
faster execution time by specifying the tolerance of
the arc generation algorithm. This sets the maximum
distance between the straight l ine chords and the
theoretical arc.

Often a feature in a plot is repeated again and again.
The data necessary to specify this feature typically
has to be sent each time it is drawn. The 7 221Ahas the
ability to store macroinstructions that make this re-
dundant transmission of data unnecessary. Mac-
roinstructions are analogous to user-definable keys
on a programmable calculator. Any sequence of valid
graphic instructions and data can be stored in mem-

DEVICE CONTROL COMMANDS

l/O Control Group
Plotter On
Plotter Oll
Set Handshake Mode

(Dependent)
Set Handshake Mode

( lndependent)
Set Output Mode
Output Abort
Buffer Abort

Output Group
Output ldentification
Output Status
Output Butfer Size
Output Current Bulfer Space
Output Graphic Limits
Output Current Position
Output Error
Output Digitized Point

GRAPHIC COMMANOS

Setup Group
Ini t ia l ize
Set Gr id Size
Graph Limits
Velocity Select
Arc Tolerance

Plot Group
Move
Draw
Incremental Move
Incremental Draw
Arc Clockwise
Arc Counterclockwise
Rotate
Rotate at Last Angle
Pen Select
Dashed Lines, Fixed
Dashed Lines, Variable
NOP

Label Group
Label Mode On
Label Size
Label Font
Label Slant
Set String Terminator

Macroinstruction Group
Macroinstruclion Detine
Macroinstruction Terminate
Macroinstruction Invoke
Automatic Macroinstruction

1 1

Fig.3. 7221A Plotter instructions



Programmable I/O Assures System
Compatibility

fhe 7221A Remote Terminal Plotter is designed to provide
hard-copy graphics to a user at a remote terminal, with the
plotter connected between the terminal and the data communi-
cations l ink. A primary design goal was to make the plotter
compatible with a wide variety of system and terminal conven-
t ions. Because of signif icant dif ferences between protocols,
several key features of the plotter's input/output system were
made programmable.

The 128-character ASCII code used in the remote terminal
environment consists of 32 control characters and 96 print ing
characters. The binary data format used by the 7221A is re-
str icted to the 96 print ing characters. This results in a small  loss
of data communications eff iciency but greatly improves com-
pat ib i l i t y  w i th  var ious  sys tem env i ronments .  For  example ,
t imesharing systems use control characters in a variety of ways
that would lead to confl icts with the plotter,

The plotter does use some control characters, but only for
such functions as formatt ing in label mode (e.9., backspace,
l inefeed, and carr iage return), for escape code sequences, and
for special ly programmed l/O functions. The plotter ignores
control characters that have no plotter control function, l t  also
ignores nul l  and delete characters, which are used as t iming
characters in some systems.

Output sequences from the 7221A can include a number of
programmable operations designed to make the plotter look l ike
a terminal. Fol lowing receipt of an output request the plotter
ignores automatic prompts (e S , U) unti l  i t  receives a tr igger
character, typical ly a DC1 control character. l t  then inserts a
turnaround delay of 0 to 9999 mil l iseconds before i t  responds. In
ful l  duplex systems, the plotter ignores output characters that
are echoed by the host computer unti l  i t  receives an echo-
terminate character. For example, after receiving a complete
response, many systems return a l inefeed that can be used to
terminate the echo-bypass function. To signify the end of a
plotter output transmission, one or two termination characters
may be sent, such as carr iage return and l inefeed. The tr igger
character, turnaround delay, echo{erminate character, and
termination characters are ful ly programmable.

To insure that data is not sent to the 722 1A unti l  buffer space is
avai lable, the plotter can be programmed to perform an automa-
t ic handshake. When it  receives a handshake enable character,
the plotter transmits a handshake str ing of one to ten characters
as soon as buffer space for a block of graphic data is avai lable.
The enable character, handshake str ing, and block size are al l
programmable. For example, to be compatible with HP 2640-
Series terminals the plotter can be programmed so that when i t
receives an ENQ control character, i t  responds with an ACK
character as soon as B0 or rnore bytes of buffer space are
avai lable. The ENO-ACK handshake is repeated for every block
of data sent. Alternatively the plotter can be interrogated for the
amount of buffer space avai lable before data is sent.

-David A. Bones

ory within the plotter and defined as a macroinstruc-
tion numbered 0 through 63. A macroinstruction thus
defined can then be invoked repeatedly in different
locations on the plotter by a two-character command.

Dashed lines are often used in graphics to differen-
tiate one type of curve from another or to signify

hidden lines or centerlines. These have always been
costly and time consuming in the timeshare envi-
ronment. The endpoints of each dash and space had
to be transmitted at a cost of four characters per end-
po.int to execute the dashed line. A dashed line
generator is included in the 7221A that eliminates
this burden on the communication l ink. The user can
define any dashed line font with up to sixteen dif-
ferent lengths of dashes and spaces. The length of the
repeating pattern can also be specified. Typically this
specification wil l be stored in a macroinstruction so
that it can be reinvoked whenever necessary.

A user's application sometimes includes a large
number of commonly used graphic features such as
dashed line fonts, hole patterns, or other special pur-
pose graphic symbols. In this case, it may be advan-
tageous to have optional plug-in ROMs programmed
with macroinstructions that create these features. The
7221A is designed to accept macroinstructions that
are permanently stored in an optional plug-in mod-
ule. This allows the use of special graphics custom
tailored to an application without having to define
them through the communication link.

Operational Modes
The 7221.A is designed to be inserted in the serial

communication link between the host computer or
modem and a terminal, When installed, the cable
from the modem or host computer and the terminal
are both routed to connectors on the plotter. Three
operating modes allow the plotter to receive data from
and send data to the host computer, receive data from
and send data to the terminal, and pass data between
the host computer and the terminal.

In the LOCAL mode the plotter communicates di-
rectly with the terminal. This can be done either with
the host computer connected or off-line. In this mode
the operator can label plots created on-line without
using further computer resources. If an HP terminal
that has magnetic tape readers is used, plots that have
been previously stored on tape can be duplicated on
Ihe 7227A. Finally, the operator can interrogate the
plotter to establish the plotter's status, buffer size, or
error history.

A staxnny mode is provided so the plotter can be
rendered passive during the transmission of binary
data between the terminal and the host computer.
This mode is also used when plot data is being stored
on magnetic tape by the terminal.

Normally the plotter is left in the oN-Ltrue mode so it
will intercept plot data when it is sent. When this
mode is entered, the plotter is programmed to an opp
state. A pLorrER oN command then causes the plotter
to interpret incoming data from the host computer as
plotter data. When a pLorrER oFF command is re-
ceived the plotter returns to a passive state and sends
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incoming data on to the terminal. In this condition the
plotter is sensitive only to another ILOTTER oN escape
code sequence.

Interface Information
'Ihe 

7227A Plotter uses the RS232C serial interface
and is compatible with the European CCITT V.24
standard in ter face.  Baud rates of  2s,110,  150,  200,
300,600,  1200,  and 24oO canbe selected.  The p lot ter
can be set to check for even or odd parity when receiv-
ing plotter data or it can be set to ignore parity. When
the plotter is orn it simply passes data between the
terminal and host without checking or generating
parity. Bell ros full-duplex protocol is implemented
and the plotter can provide the terminal with an echo
as needed.

Software Support
While the 7221A's binary interface language is

David A. Bones
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designed to make programming easy, many users
would prefer to program the plotter in a high-level
language, such as FORTRAN. HP-PLOT/21, a software
support package for the 7221.A, is a set of FORTRAN
subroutines that make this possible. Two versions
of the software package are tailored specifically for
use with HP 3000 Series II and GE Mark III computer
systems.
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Speed, Precision, and Smoothness
Characterize Four-Golor Plotter Pen
Drive System
by Marvin L. Patterson, Robert D. Haselby, and Richard M. Kemplin

ID ERHAPS THE Mosr oBVIous and most fre-
I quently crit icized aspect of an X-Y plotter is the

quality of the lines that it draws on paper. This de-
pends not only on the quality of the ink l ine made by
the pen, but on the smoothness of the control system
and the precision of l ine endpoints as well. Precision

is necessary so that l ines drawn to the same point
from various places on the plotting surface wil l close.
Smoothness is required for proper operation of the
pen and to keep the velocity vector at the pen tip
exactly in the desired direction throughout the move.
If the control system fails in either of these require-
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ments, the pen indelibly records the mistakes for
all eves to see.

Comparison of Control Systems
Traditionally, dc servo control systems have pro-

vided the highest-quality pen motion control with
their inherent smoothness of operation. They have
limitations, however, in that low deadband and
matched X and Y-axis dynamics are diff icult to
achieve while maintaining adequate loop stability.
Unless the dynamic response of the X and Y rtxes are
closely matched, pen motion during acceleration and
deceleration will deviate from the desired line. Ex-
cessive deadband causes the start of motion in the
slow axis to lag behind that of the fast axis when a line
is being drawn with a very high or very low slope.
Endpoint precision is also reduced by deadband. The
answer to both of these problems is higher loop gain,
but this reduces the stability margin. Thus servo con-
trol systems inevitably reach a trade-off between per-
formance and stability.

Microstep-controlled step motors provide answers
to some of these concerns but introduce their own
problems. Step motors typically provide an increased
position control stiffness that produces a correspond-
ing decrease in deadband. Since the control system is
usually open-loop, no stability trade-offs exist. A step
motor, however, behaves like a torsional spring about
its equilibrium point. This, coupled with inherently
high rotor inertia, gives rise to a low-frequency elec-
tromechanical resonance not found in dc servos.

When microstep control is applied to achieve im-
proved resolution, decreased position accuracy and
nonuniform torque characteristics become apparent.
During constant-velocity operation, periodic pertur-
bations caused by the nonuniform torque can interact
with the electromechanical resonance to produce se-
vere oscil lations in the rotor velocity.l 'z In an X-Y
plotter, these oscillations cause the pen to draw wavy
lines. Studies have shown that the human eye can
easily detect periodic perturbations in a line in the
frequency range of one to five cycles per centimeter
having amplitudes as small as 0.05 mm peak-to-peak,

The control system used in the HP 9872A and HP
T22tAPlotters overcomes these problems through an
improved mechanical drive coupled to an advanced
microstep control system that features adjustable
phase current waveforms. The combination of these
improvements provides smoothness and precision
never before available in a comparable product.

The Mechanical Drive
Design objectives for the mechanical drive system,

in addition to superior l ine quality, included low
cost, quiet operation, easy servicing and access, relia-
bility, and low maintenance.

A flat piece of sheet metal is punched to mount the
various components; this has the advantages of
simplicity and minimum tooling. Experience with
earlier recorders showed that those with the least
mechanical play produce the cleanest lines. Play is
caused by necessary gear backlash and bearing clear-
ances on tracks, especially the former, so the new
design has no gears. Instead, the block-and-tackle
principle is used (see Fig. 1). A needed speed reduc-
tion of 2:1 was achieved with the minor penalty of
using eight pulleys instead of the usual four on the
X-axis. This penalty was considered more than can-
celled by the absence of play between the drive motor
and the pen arm and by the great reduction in audible
noise, cost, and maintenance compared to a gear-train
drive.

The same speed reduction principle is used in the Y
axis but with more complexity because of the need to
avoid the plotting area with the Y-axis drive cable.
The Y-axis motor is in a fixed position beneath the
plotting area. Its drive cable goes up to the pen €um
and then returns to a plane below the plotting area.
This requires a total of tz pulleys. Because of severe
space limitations in the pen arm, a much smaller
pulley is used than those in the X axis. This is possible
because a much smaller load is being driven so a very
small cable can be used.

Pulley Mounting Block

Plastic Pulleys
Mounted on

Plastic Pulleys Mounted on Ball Bearings

Fig. 1, Pen drive system has no gears. Advantages are an
absence of mechanical play and a reduction in audible noise,
cost, and maintenance.
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Cutouts for Pulleys and Cables

Caps with Oiled Felt Wipers

Aluminum Die-Casl
and Rear Blocks

Hardened Steel Rod and Extruded Aluminum Track
for Y Axis Pen Carriage Motion

Wheel Adiustment
Slots

Aluminum Rear Track
Four Rear Wheels Mounted

on Ball Bearings

Linear Bearings
Long drive system life and minimum play are

achieved by the use of l inear ball bearings as the
prime guiding element of both the X and y axes. To
attain greater axial stabil ity, two linear bearings are
used in tandem. They are pressed into a die-cast hous-
ing that t ies the pen arm, l inear bearings, and drive
cable together. Because of greater weight and span
requirements, the X axis uses a 12.8-mm-diameter,
stainless steel, hardened shaft while the y axis uses a
smaller 9.S-mm-diameter shaft.

To protect the bearings from contamination, felt
wipers are installed at each end of the housing and
held in place by snap-on nylon caps. These wipers are
impregnated with a l ight oil to provide lubrication for
the bearings while at the same time keeping the shaft
clean. In life tests these bearings have run as many as
450 miles with no sign of failure. During these tests it
was not necessary to replenish the oil in the wipers.

The linear bearings guide the arm in all directions
except rotationally, To control this, the opposite end
of the pen arm is retained by plastic wheels on an
anodized aluminum track (Fig 2). The lower wheels
are adjusted to minimize the clearance,

Resonances and Damping
The drive system is essentially a two-spring, two-

mass system. The torque-producing mechanisms in
the permanent magnet step motor are, in effect, a
magnetic torsional spring with an approximately
sinusoidal spring constant. When the position of the
motor shaft is nearly in phase with the currents
applied to the motor winding, the motor can be ap-
proximately modeled as a l inear torsional spring
coupled to the rotor inertia. This creates a resonant
system with a natural frequency of about L8O Hz.

Fig. 2. Linear bearings help re-
duce play and extend drive sys-
tem lif e. They guide the pen arm in
all directions except rotationally.
Rotation is controlled by ptasttc
wheels on an aluminum track.

Coupled to this through the sheave pulley. the cable-
and-pulley arrangement attached to the pen carriage
and drive mechanics adds a second spring mass sys-
tem with a natural frequency of about 23O Hz.The two
resonances are tightly coupled and lightly damped,
so the mechanical system can cause amplif ied re-
sponse to perturbing influences at certain frequen-
c ies.

A mechanical damper is attached to the free end of
the motor shaft to reduce this tendency. This damper
consists of an inertial mass that is free to rotate in a
bath of controlled-viscosity sil icon oil. The outer
housing is sealed with O rings and clamped to the
motor shaft. With both the damper and mechanical
load connected, the first resonant frequency of the X
axis is reduced to about 60 Hz. The damping action
provided by the dampers reduces the amplitude of the
response of both axes from about 16 dB to approxi-
mately 8 dB at the worst-case frequency.

The Microstep Control System
In spite of the reduction of the resonant response

provided by the dampers, harmonic torque perturba-
tions can interact with the remaining resonant peak to
create oscil lations in the rotor velocity during long
moves (see Appendix, page 19). This causes the pen to
draw wavy lines at certain critical slopes and ve-
locities. Properly adjusting the waveform of the motor
phase currents reduces these perturbations to a neg-
ligible level, and provides control smoothness previ-
ously available only from dc servo control systems
(see Appendix). The objective of the control elec-
tronics is to provide position control of the pen
through the application of such waveforms to the step
motors.

A block diagram of the microstep control system is
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Selected
Axis Phase

Function Generator

Angle
oxov

Interrupt Request 1 kHz

shown in Fig. 3. The control system consists of an
interpolator circuit for each axis, a time-multiplexed
waveform generator, and two phase current drive
amplifiers for each axis. The interpolator circuit con-
verts a digital velocity word produced each mil-
l isecond by a vector generation algorithm in the mi-
croprocessor into a position control signal that drives
the waveform generator. The waveform generator
converts X and Y position signals into A and B phase
voltage waveforms for the X and Y motors. These
voltages aie converted into currents by conventional
class A current-drive amnlifiers.

Interpolator
The velocity word provided to the interpolator by

the microprocessor each mill isecond is an eight-bit
signed two's complement word. The interpolator
output is a series of eight discrete steps occurring at
12S-microsecond intervals, one seven-bit word for
each of the X and Y axes. This is, in effect, a digital
integration process that involves the accumulator and
adder shown in Fig. 4. The incoming digital velocity
is added to the contents of the accumulator eight
times each mill isecond. The digital value in the ac-
cumulator increases or decreases in eight identical
increments equal in size to the applied velocity word.
To scale the velocity properly, the output of the ac-
cumulator is divided by 16 by ignoring the four least
significant bits. The accumulator output provides the
required position signal for the waveform generator.

Operation of the interpolator is modulo 2zr, so that
an overflow returns the position control signal from
2z back to zero. The waveform generator is also mod-
ulo 2n, so an overflow causes no discontinuity in the
output signals.

Ftg, 3. Microstep control syslem
uses sfep motors to move the pen
to the required position. Open-
loop system avoids the perfor-
mance-vs-stability problems of dc
servo control systems,

The phase current waveforms contain fundamental
and third harmonic components. The Nyquist sam-
pling theorem requires at least six samples in each
cycle of the waveform to avoid loss of information.
This requirement is inherently satisfied by the inter-
polator implementation. In the worst case, a full-scale
positive or negative velocity word causes the inter-
polator output to advance in average increments of
-12Tl'1,6. Thus there are at least 16 samples in every
cycle of the generated waveform,

Waveform Generator
A and B phase waveforms are gerierated for the X

and Y motors by a single time-division multiplexed
waveform generator circuit (Fig. 5). This circuit pro-
vides a sinusoidal waveform plus an adjustable
third-harmonic component to each of the four current
drive amplifiers. Both the sense and the amplitude of

t '

t

Fig,4, lnterpolator receives a velocity word from the micro-
processor every millisecond. lts output is a series of eight dis-
crete X and Y posltion sfeps.
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Motor Phase
Ahgle 0
(7 qits)

512x0 ROM
Function

Select
(2 Bits)

S & H  = S a m p l e a n d H o l d

To Sample and
Hold Circuits
#3 and #4

the third harmonic can be set independently for each
axis.

X and Y position data words from the interpolator
are time-multiplexed together to form the least sig-
nificant bits of the nine-bit ROM address. The two
most significant address bits are set b3' a state control
ROM to define which of the four parcels in the
waveform ROM is addressed. The four ROM parcels
are the A phase third harmonic, the A phase funda-
mental plus third harmonic, the B phase third har-
monic, and the B phase fundamental plus third har-
monic. Each of these parcels consists of Lza eight-bit
words.

At the beginning of a period, the X position is
present in the ROM address, analog switch 52 is
closed, and 53 is open. The two high address bits are
set so that the A phase third harmonic is addressed.
After the digital-to-analog converter (DAC) has had
time to settle, 51 is closed long enough to load the
third harmonic sample into sample-and-hold circuit
number 5.

Next, the high address bits are changed to access
the parcel containing the A phase fundamental plus
third harmonic. At this time 51 is open and 54 is
closed. Once the DAC has settled, the output of the
summing amplifier consists of the A phase funda-
mental and an adjusted amount of third harmonic.
The adjustable third harmonic level added to the
yraveform through 52 is out of phase with that pre-
loaded into ROM parcel 2 so that the resultant level is
adjustable from negative through zero to positive.
After the A phase waveform has settled, 55 is closed
to set sample-and-hold circuit number 1. The output

Fig. 5. Waveform generator pro-
duces A and B phase waveforms
for the X and Y motors. An adjust
able third-harmonic component is
added to provide smoolhness and
pr e c is i on not pr ev i ou sly attai n ab I e
with step mofors.'

of this circuit is a stairstep approximation of the de-
sired continuous current waveform. Post-sample fil-
tering smooths this signal into its final form.

The B phase waveform is generated similarly by
first addressing the B phase third harmonic parcel
and loading sample-and-hold circuit number 5. The B
phase fundamental plus third harmonic is then added
to the adjusted third harmonic component to produce
the B phase waveform. SG is closed momentarily to set
sample-and-hold circuit number 2. The action to this
point is completed in the first half of the 125-mi-
crosecond period.

During the second half of the period, S2 is open, 53
is closed, and the seven-bit Y position word is con-
nected to the lower part of the ROM address bus.
Waveforms are constructed in the same manner as
before except with adjustment provided by R2.
Stairstep approximations of the Y-axis phase current
waveforms appear at the outputs of sample-and-hold
circuits number 3 and 4.

Control of the two data control bits, the multi-
plexer, and the eight analog switches is provided by a
state control ROM not shown in Fig. 5. This ROM is
addressed by a state counter driven by the system
clock. The bit pattern programmed into this ROM
establishes the sequence of operation described
above.

Controller Adjustment
Four adjustments are provided for each axis of the

conhol system to allow its performance to be op-
timized for the actual operating environment.3 First,
dc offset can be adjusted in both phase current drive
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amplif iers. Next, each B phase current amplif ier pro-
vides a vernier gain adjustment that allows equaliza-
tion of the magnetomotive force developed by the A
and B phase currents. Finally, a single adjustment for
each axis sets the level of third harmonic in the phase
current wave form. This minimizes the level of fourth
harmonic torque developed by each motor. An inter-
nal self-test feature aids in the adiustment of these
controls.

Plotter Performance
The mechanical l inkage in each axis connecting the

motor shaft to the pen tip causes 0.2b mm (0.01 inch)
of motion for each motor step. Each cycle of the
waveform generator advances the rotor by the angular
pitch of one rotor tooth, the equivalent of four steps.
Thus the pen moves one mill imetre for each cycle out
of the waveforrii generator. There are 1.28 increments
in the address to the ROM in the waveform generator,
so each increment is equivalent to 0.008 mm (0.0003
inches). The maximum magnitude of the velocity
word produced by the vector generator algorithm is
90 binary units, which causes the ROM address to
advance by a5 counts each mill isecond. This pro-
duces a maximum axial velocity at the pen of about
360 mm/s.

The vector generator algorithm in the microproces-
sor accepts movement commands to a resolution of
0.001 inch or 0.02 5 mm, which is approximately three
times greater than the minimum control system in-
crement. The algorithm converts these move com-
mands into X and Y velocity profi les that accomplish
the required move. The maximum velocity attained in
a long move by either axis can be varied under user
program contro l  in  1O-mm/s increments f rom a
minimum of 10 mm/s to the maximum value of 360
mm/s. This allows the user to optimize the pen speed
and associated writ ing quality for any given drawing
media. The maximum axial acceleration established
in the velocity profi les is about 4000 mm/s2 (160 in/s2)
or 0.4 g. When the user has programmed a lower than
maximum velocity, however, the algorithm assumes
that l ine quality is more important than speed. The
acceleration is then halved to further eliminate any
minute acceleration transients from the drawn vec-
tors.
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APPENDIX
Correction of Non-ldeal Step Motor

The motors used in the 9872A and 7221A Plotters are four-phase permanent
magnet step motors with 200 steps per revolution. phases I and 3 are mnnecled in
series, as are phases 2 and 4, so the motor appeaG externally as a two-phase
inductor-type synchronous motor. ToJque is developed independenlly by each phase
in the configuration and is given byr

ro = 
Egela

a

r' = 
Eggle

0

where , is the angular velocity ol the rotor, EoAand EoB are the voltages induced by
the permanent magret in the two phas windi;gs, and i-A and lB are the applied phas
currenls. When the rotor velocity is constanl the torque produced by each phase is
simply the product of two time-periodic waves. The waveforms of En4 and EgB
vary with the particular motor and depend primarily on the airgap geom6try betwe-en
the stator poles and the rolor. The applied phase current waveforms are specifiable
and can be adjusted to improve the smoothness ot the motor operation.

Fruqu.ncy (Hz)

Fig. 1. Spectrum of typical step motor generated voltage wavelorm

Insight into the non-ideal behavior of the motor can be gained by examining the
nature of the characterislic motor waveform apparent in the open-circuit voltages EoA
and EgB wh€n the rotor is turned at constant v€locity. An ideal motor under the-se
conditions would produce sinusoidal voltage wavelorms. In contrast, the spectrum of a
typical gongrated waveform is shown in Fig. 1. The interconnection of internal stator
windings to form an external two-phase configuration causes the odd harmonic volt-

Behavior

Uncorrected Corrected

Fig,3. Fourth-hatmonictoryueresultst'romphasecurrentfundamentalinteracting
with thid and flfth motor harmonics. To rcduce this elfect. thtrd harmonic is added
ta the phase currents.

ages induced at each stator pole to reinforce at the exlernal phase terminals. On the
other hand, the even harmonics will, ideally, cancel. This creates the peculiar odd
harmonic nalure seeir in the spectrum shown.

At constant rotor velocity the spectrum of the torque produced by the A phase statd
poles can befound by convolving the spectrum of EoA with that of lA. This convolution
is shown graphically in Fig. 2 lor lA equal to a iosine wave al the fundamental
trequency of E gA The resulting torque spectrum is as shown, with a major component
at dc and other non-ideal terms at lhe even harmonic frequencies.

The total shatt torque of the motor is the sum of the A and B phase contributions. In a
properly driven, symmetric motor lhe B phase torque wavetorm is identical to that of
the A phase except fora one-fourth-period delay. When thetwo lorque waveforms add
at the rotor, this delay causes the lorque harmonics at 2, 6, 10, , . . times the phase
current frequency lo cancel exactly. The torques produced at dc and the 4th, 8ih, . . .
harmonics reinlorce exactly. Since only dc torque is desired to keep the rotor moving
smoothly al@nstantvelocity, the higher harmonicterms tepresent non-idsal etfscts in
the motor that tend to perlurb the rotor velocity. When the frequency ot lhese har-
monics falls on a mechanical resonance, exaggerated oscillations can occur in the
rolor motaon,

The dominant non-ideal torque component is typically the fourth-harmonic terms.
Fleference 3 showsthat the magnitude of this component can be significantly reduced
by adding a third-harmonic componentto the wavetorm of the A and B phase currents.
Fig. g shows how the fourth-harmonic torque is the result ol the phase current
lundamental interacting with both the third and fitlh harmonics inthe motorspectrum. A
properly adjusted third harmonic in the current waveform will interact with the funda-
mentalvoltagefromthe motortoproduceacorrectivefourth-harmonictorquetermthat
significantly reduces the magnitude of the resultant non-ideal torque.

Th€ microstsp controller used in both the9872Aand7221Adigital plotters provides
an adjustable third-harmonic component in the phase currgnt waveforms. This allows
the smoothness of plotter operation to be optimized for each individual molor, thus
providing uniform line quality from one machin€ to the next.

-Matvin Pattercon
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ponent is at dc. There are non-ideal terms at even-harmonic frequencles. fypicaily the fourth-harmonic tetms dominate.
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Pen and Ink System Helps Assure

by Leonard P. Balazer, George W. Lynch, Richard M. Kemplin, and Larry W. Hennessee

Four-Color Plotter Line Quality

DENS FoR THE NEw FouR-coLoR pLorrERS
I have been carefully designed to contribute to the

plotters' high-quality, precisely defined, and aesthet-
ically pleasing graphical presentation, a presentation
that ,  d i rect ly  f rom the p lot ter ,  can enhance en-
gineering reports, proposals, and other crit ical com-
munication documents. In pursuit of this goal the
individual properties of a high-quality graphical
presentation were first dissected, defined, and cata-
loged. Desirable qualit ies, such as appropriate l ine
width, l ine width uniformity, color density, l ine
registration, and absence of feathering or bleeding
became the design objectives for the pen and ink
system.

Although the automatic pen changing concept in-
troduced formidable new problems of dimensional
control concerned with l ine registration, the first
order of priority was to attack problems that have
always haunted the disposable pen. Of these, l ine
width control and line width uniformity are the most
difficult. The writing tip tends to flatten and produce
an excessively wide line under the influence of the
impact forces generated when the pen is dropped
onto the platen. These forces, together with the flat-
tening effects of abrasive wear as the pen scrubs
across the paper, can cause line width to grow from an
init ial 0.13 mm to 1 mm or more after writ ing several
meters. Not only does this produce an obvious dispar-
ity in line widths as a new pen deteriorates, but also
the l ine can become so wide that it masks information
details and closes the loops in small text characters.
Ancther l ine control problem is seen at high writ ing
speeds, where a pen may fail to produce a dense,
easily discernible trace.

Of the several possible ways of drawing a l ine, such
as the capil lary pen, the ball point pen, the pencil, and
so on, the disposable fiber t ip pen was selected as
having the greatest potential for meeting all require-
ments. The ball point pen required too much force
against the paper and did not start well. The capil lary
pen was messy and often lost its prime. Extruded
plastic t ips did not deliver a sufficient ink flow at high
speeds and often developed a wear flash that shut off
the ink ducts.

The Nib
Of all the elements of a disposable fiber t ip pen, the

nib and the ink are the two most important. The first

question we addressed was whether to make or buy
the nib.

The alternative of making our own nib, a subject we
knew nothing about and had no equipment for, was
relegated to last place among the various ways of
proceeding. Another alternative was to buy and use a
modification of an existing instrument or handwrit-
ing pen made by another manufacturer. However, no
suitable pen could be found. The search was not su-
perficial and involved pens ordered from every man-
ufacturer in the world who somehow managed to
make his existance known through advertisements,
l istings, or references. Some 50 different pens were
evaluated and rejected.

It turned out that at least seven manufacturers of
fiber nibs exist in the world and each makes several
varieties of nibs. All supplied us with samples. The
samples were evaluated according to criteria impor-
tant to us and graded relative to one another. We
quickly realized that the most serious general nib
problem is uniformity. After extensive investigation
into the processes of nib making, we also realized that
fiber nib making is more an art than a science, and that
the makers of good nibs know very l itt le more why
their nibs are good than the makers of poor nibs know
why their nibs are bad (careful production control, of
course, being an obvious factor). Fortunately, one nib
was found to be quite good. The manufacturer of this

Fiber Reservoil

lnk Reserve

Paper Surface lnk Meniscus

Fig. 1. Hydraulic system of a pen. The meniscus ts the rnter-
face between the ink reservoir and the paoer.
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nib was unusually cooperative and a series of detailed
evaluations of this product was begun.

Since the primary concern was uniformity, four
separate nib orders were placed in successive
months, and a production sample from ten successive
days was obtained. Uniformity was found to be excel-
lent. Thereafter, several iterations in point and shank
shape and size were completed and thus the 9872A
pen nib was selected. It took two years.

lnk
Fig. 1 shows the hydraulic system of a pen, and the

meniscus around the pen tip. As soon as the pen nib
touches the paper surface, the annular wedge-shaped
interface pulls out ink into this space and the ink
sticks and stays in place as the nib moves on, Ieaving a
discernible line.

The nib consists of a loose pack of continuous lon-
gitudinal nylon fibers about 0,03 mm in diameter,
held together with resin to form an irregular matrix of
Iongitudinal ducts. A cross section of a nib is shown
in Fig. 2. As the packing of the fibers becomes more
dense, the nib becomes physically stronger, but the
interstices through which the ink flows become smal-
ler. Thus as the nib becomes stronger and denser and
more able to retain a sharp point while being pounded
on the vl'riting platen, the ink flow becomes more
restricted. High nib density, of course, also decreases
the rate of abrasive wear as the pen is dragged across
the paper, and is a desirable characteristic for all
considerations except ink flow. Therefore, the design
approach was to make the nib as dense as possible
compatible with a sufficient ink flow. The way to
increase ink flow with a given duct size, in turn, is to
decrease its viscosity, so one primary ink requirement

Fig,2. Cross-section of a nib, showing fibers and interstices
through which ink flows. Nib design requires a trade-off be-
tween close packing of the fibers, which aids durability, and
good ink flow.

is low viscosity.
What other characteristics ought a plotting pen ink

to have? For one, it must not dry out in the uncovered
pen tip too rapidly. The design standard is that the
pen should start to write immediately on contact with
the paper after having its cap off for up to three days in
normal laboratory atmospheres. Hence low volatility
is desirable. Fortunately, this property usually comes
with high surface tension, which is the source of the
force that pulls the ink out of the pen onto the paper.

The ink must wet the paper to form the meniscus
and to stay there after the pen has moved on, but it
must not wet too well. If it wets too well, the ink-to-
paper lateral interface becomes ragged and irregular.
This is often called feathering, since tiny feather-like
structures sometimes form. When the pen is left
stationary against the paper and an ever-growing blob
appears around the tip, it is called bleeding.

If the ink does not wet the paper well enough it will
tend to form into little balls after the pen moves on.
The ideal ink is neutral: it will not spread or retract.
The 9872.{ inks very nearly possess this characteris-
tic on HP graph paper. You can leave the pen on the
paper as long as you please, just so it isn't on a finger-
print. This neutrality is responsible for the new plot-
ters' definite and regular ink-to-paper interface that
produces the appearance of crispness and cleanness.

Besides having definite paper-wetting characteris-
tics, the ink must enter into a chemical combination
with the paper fibers that can be classified as a com-
plicated kind of adsorption, Evaporation is unsuita-
ble as a fixing mechanism since evaporation also
takes place in the pen nib and reduces cap-off drying
time to unacceptably short periods. Ink that is fixed
by evaporation also has the messy tendency to smear
under damp finger tips.

Other necessary ink characteristics are color den-
s i ty  and stabi l i ty .  Ink dyes are usual ly  organic
molecules that deteriorate with time. The period until
a definite fading or color change becomes manifest
must be at least two years for normal distribution and
use. (Printer's black ink does not contain a dye, but
lampblack, which lasts forever.) The ink must also be
compatible with the nib material as well as the pen
structure and not cause swell ing, crazing, or stress
cracking. Finally, the ink must be retainable, that is, it
must not escape through the pen body at an excessive
rate.

The 9872A inks were compounded through com-
p l i ca ted  t rade -o f f s  i nvo l v i ng  a l l  o f  t he  above -
mentioned factors.

Pen Structure
In the world of f iber t ip pens, the 9872A pens have

the  d i s t i nc t i on  o f  be ing  d imens iona l l y  p rec i se
beyond all others. Lack of dimensional precision is in
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(with Vent Tube)

Fig. 3. Pen structure is deslgned to prevent leaking at alti-
tudes up to 50,000 feet.

no way detrimental, for example, to a handwriting
instrument. It does not matter one jot if the pen barrel
is bowed, or out of round, or eccentric by 0.1 or 0.2
mm. However the SB72A multiple-pen concept and
the requirement for exact l ine registration imposes
the need for a hitherto unknown (to HP, at least) level
of mechanical precision in the pen.

Fig. 3 depicts the structure of this pen. The bottom
of the flange and cylindrical surface "A" are the inter-
face surfaces that control pen position and have to be
maintained round, f lat, square, and the same size.
This requi rement  e l iminated a l l  but  the lowest-
shrinkage plastic molding compounds. (The alterna-
tive of machining these surfaces was rejected on the
basis of its high cost.) This also imposes the restric-
tion that these surfaces had to be molded within a
single continuous-mold cavity, eliminating alternate
designs involving split cavities and side pulls. The
four cavities of the four-part mold had to be matched
with extreme care beyond the normally high level of
mo ldmak ing  p rec i s i on .  A l so ,  mo ld ing  p rocess
parameters have to be very carefully controlled to
produce well-matched parts.

The pen venting scheme can also be seen in Fig. 3.
As an external vent, the round nib fits into a square
hole, and the unfi l led corners allow air to flow into
and out of the interior of the pen. A plastic tube
continues the venting from the lower to the upper
interior cavity. Without such venting, pressure or
temperature changes that cause the air inside the pen
to expand would cause ink to be forced out of the pen,
producing dreaded leaking. This scheme works well
for ordinary handling at ordinary pressures; however,

Digitizing Sight Adds Versatility
fhe 9872417221A Plotter 's electronic pen-posit ioning cir-

cuitry incorporates a digit izing capabil i ty, that is, i t  can digital ly
measure an arbitrary pen posit ion. This is very useful in many
data processing and recording applications. Unfortunately, an
ink pen is a poor cursor or indicator of pen carr iage posit ion,
because judging the precise location of the pen is a dif f icult
matter, sub.iect to paral lax and confusion by shadows.

A digit izing sight was developed to faci l i tate the digit izing
process by making i t  easier to posit ion the pen carr iagB and by
vastly improving the accuracy of the process. The digit lzing
sight is also useful in sett ing the registrat ion of the pen on
pre-i lned graph paper or on. material previously writ ten and
removed and later replaced on the plotter platen.

The digit izing sight is a passive optical device much the same
size and shape as the pen (see photograph).

The digit izing sight brings the image of a point of interest
together with a superimposed reference point on an elevated
plane where i t  can be viewed from within a 70" cone without
paral lax effects. The brightness of the image is often enhanced,
since image brightness does not depend on the i l lumination at
the platen surface, but on the i l lumination at the top surface of
the sight, which is free of shadows from the pen carr iage.

How does the digit izing sight work? Basical ly the sight con-
sists of a coherent bundle of optical f ibers, each of which con-
ducts l ight gathered at i ts upper surface down to the writ ing
surface i l  rests uporr. The l ight ref lected from the writ ing surface
is conducted back through the f iber to the upper surface, where
it  is broadcast to the observer's eye. Each f iber retains i ts spatial
relat ionships to i ts neighbors at the upper and lower surfaces so
the combined effect of al l  the f ibers is to transmit the imaqe of the
material over which the bundle is placed.

Any desired reference marks or ret icles can simply be placed
on either the upper or lower surface. The digit izing sight has a
single spot about 0.5 mm in diameter at i ts center. A point spot
was chosen since the sight interfaces with the pen holder and
the stable in the same way as a pen and can be selected or
stored in the same manner as a pen. In the transfer process from
stable to holder and back, the pen rotates through an arbitrary
angle. l f  crosshairs had been used on the sight they would be
delivered at arbitrary angles and so were rejected as reference
marks.

In use, the reference point in the digit izing sight must exactly
duplicate pen t ip posit ion; therefore, although the digit izing
sight is a very simple device, the dimensions of the interface
surfaces and the location of the reference point are cri t ical and
are careful ly control led.

-Leonard Balazer
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at alt itudes above about 45,000 feet, the ink begins to
outgas, although it does not boil. This produces a
foam that can be pushed out of the pen by further gas
expansion. This happens especially in sudden de-
compressions, such as when the cap or plug is blown
off the pen by internal pressure. To prevent this sort of
thing, the plug and the cap are equipped with smooth
sealing surfaces and assembled to the body with inter-
ference fits, so the pen retains normal atmospheric
pressure internally for extensive periods at alt itudes
beyond 50,000 feet without popping off its plug or
cap.

When the cap is forced over the nib end of the pen,
the pen is t ightly sealed, preventing slow evaporative
ink loss. This sealing is sufficient for several months
at ordinary laboratory environments. However, the
water component of the ink escapes through the pen

body walls, so for long-term storage, the pens are
hermetically sealed in foil pouches that effectively
prevent any measurable moisture loss.

Pen Stable and Pen Changer
The pen changing mechanism is perhaps the most

interesting mechanical aspect of the 9872A from the
user's standpoint. During many demonstrations ob-
servers have marveled at the speed with which the
instrument changes pens and trace colors.

To minimize its mass, the carriage holds only one
pen at a time. An alternative might have been to
transport a rotating turret with all the pens on the

carriage, but this would have substantially increased
the response time of the machine. Instead, all the pens
are stored in a four-position "stable", where they are
kept capped to prevent them from drying out in arid
climates (Fig. +). When a pen is selected no active
elements (e.g., solenoids or motors) are used to effect
the change. A ramped surface on the nose of the pen
carriage simply drives down a spring-loaded bracket
that carries a pen cap away from the tip of the pen.
When the pen is removed by the carriage the bracket
springs back into its original position. The same
spring that returns the bracket also retains the bracket
in the stable, so assembly is rapid and simple.

No expensive active elements are used to hold the
pens in the stable or carriage. Carefully balanced
spring-loaded arms support the pens and the special
digit izing sight (see box at left) in both the stable
and the carriage. The upper and lower arms that sup-
port each pen are identical, as are their return springs
and mounting hardware. This helps keep the overall
cost of the stable so low that an early plan to offer the
stable as a moderately expensive option was dropped.

While the simplicity of the stable precludes the
need for much service, the opportunity to provide
occasional repair is readily available. A few accessi-
ble screws allow the entire control panel to be re-
moved and two screws are removed to expose virtu-
ally the entire stable mechanism.

The motions used by the plotter to fetch or store
pens are ordinary X and Y moves of the arm. The

Fig, 4, Four-positton pen stable
holds pens of varrous colors when
they are not in use. (Fifth stall is
used to determine whether there ts
z  n a n  i n  t h a  t a r r i o a a  I  t l n u s e d

pens are kept capped to prevent
ink drying. To change pens, the
non .a r r ianF c fn rps  lhp  CUf fen t

pen in an empty stall and then
picks up the new pen using ordi-
n a r y X a n d Y m o t i o n s .
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patterns for fetching or storing from or to each stable
position (stall) are stored in read-only memory (ROM)
along with the firmware pen-changing algorithm that
moves the arm in these patterns to execute the re-
quested pen change.

Pen change requests are init iated under program
control via the input/output system or locally from the
plotter's front panel. Requests for a pen from a vacant
stall are ignored. Should all four stalls and the arm
contain pens, all pen change requests are ignored
because the arm must be vacant before it can fetch a
pen from the stable.

For the pen-changing algorithm to make such deci-
sions it must be able to detect the occupancy status of
each stall and the arm. Each stall is equipped with a
microswitch to indicate the presence or absence of a
pen. Another microswitch, in a fifth stall not used for
pens, detects the occupancy status of the arm. These
five microswitches enable the algorithm to avoid
fetching a pen from an empty stall or storing a pen
into an occupied stall.

Should the plotter be requested to fetch a pen from
an occupied stall and there are one or more vacant
stalls, the algorithm assumes the arm has a pen, and
moves the arm in the pattern necessary to store the
pen into an empty stall. If there is more than one
vacanr stall, the algorithm returns the pen to the stall
from r,r 'hich it was originally fetched, unless that stall
is no longer vacant (perhaps someone has hand-
loaded it), in which case the lowest-numbered vacant
stall is selected to receive the pen. After executing the
pattern to store the arm's current pen, if any, into a
vacant stall the algorithm executes the pattern to fetch
the requested pen.

If the plotter is requested to fetch a pen when all

Fig. 5. Pen lift mechantsm of the four-color plotter. Pneu-
matic dashpot controls tmpact velocity so the pen tip is not
def ormed , there is no ink blob when the pen is dropped, and
the pen does nof bounce.

Fig. 6. T r ai I i n g ca bl e p rov i d es power to th e pen lift ass em bly.

four stalls are occupied, the fifth "pen-in-arm" mi-
croswitch is used. The arm must be vacant before it
can receive a pen from the stable. The algorithm
moves the arm to the fifth microswitch, and if the arm
is vacant, the pattern to fetch the requested pen is
executed. If the arm contains a pen, the pen change
request is ignored because there is no vacant stall to
receive the current pen before fetching the requested
one.

The move pattern to store a pen into a stable is the
reverse of the pattern to fetch a pen from that stable.
After a pen change, the algorithm returns the arm to
its platen position before the pen change request.

Pen Lift Mechanism
Design objectives for the pen lift mechanism for the

new four-color plotters included reliable operation
and lifetime at least an order of magnitude longer
than earlier designs. The life target was set init ially at
40 million cycles of operation without any mainte-
nance or service.

When the mechanism lowers the pen it must not
slam the pen into the hard platen and smash the pen
tip. Once the pen is down and slewing across the
paper, the mechanism must hold the pen rigidly or it
wil l chatter and skip, leaving a dotted l ine.

Before the plotter can begin to draw a l ine segment,
it must pause long enough to lower the pen. The
speed with which the plotter can draw such figures as
characters or dashed lines depends heavily upon the
length of this delay. The new mechanism had to
minimize this pen-down delay.

In addition to these objectives, several require-
ments were imposed by new features designed into
the 98724. With the introduction of the pen stable,
the pen holder had to be able to reach off the drawing
surface to drop off or pick up a new pen quickly and
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with 100% reliabil ity. Since the prime movers of the
plotter are open-loop stepper motors and have no
position feedback, it is possible to overpower the
mechanism and displace the arm and pen carriage in
such a way that the pen holder crashes into the front
panel at full slew speed and with full motor power
when reaching for  a new pen.  The pen l i f t ing
mechanism had to be designed to withstand this kind
of crash. In the worst-case coll ision the impact is to
the slender lever that clutches the pen.

The pen lift mechanism of the 9872A and zzztA
Plotters is shown in Fig. 5. Underneath the pen lift
cover is a pneumatic dashpot that helps achieve sev-
eral of the objectives. The damping rate of the dashpot
can be adjusted in the plotter so the pen impacts the
table at a rate of about two inches per second. At this
velocity the impact with the table top can be easily
absorbed by elastic deformation of the pen tip. This
prevents mushrooming of the pen tip after successive
pen drops so effectively that now the only reason for a
pen to become unserviceable is that it runs out of ink.
At low impact velocity there is no ink blob where the
pen is dropped and the tendency for the pen to
bounce upon impact is reduced, permitting a shorter
pen-down delay and a faster character plotting speed.

The two major structural pieces of the pen lift as-
sembly are aluminum die castings. They provide
compactness, the rigidity to keep the pen from chat-
tering while drawing high-speed vectors, and the
strength to withstand impacts into the front panel and
pen stable.

Several different high-strength materials were
tested for the lever that grips the pen. Most broke
upon impact with the corner of the front panel when
reaching for a new pen after the arm had been forced
out of position. It turned out that a common acetal
resin produced an injection-molded lever that was
durable enough to withstand repeated worst-case im-
pacts and had the creep resistance to stand up to the
stresses produced by the pen gripping spring,

Precision bearings are used in the hinge of the lift-
ing mechanism for smooth operation over a long ser-
vice life. Life tests were discontinued after 40 million
lift-drop cycles with little noticeable wear to critical
parts.

Putting the pen-lift solenoid close to the pen re-
duced the audible noise to a tolerable level and im-
proved overall reliability by minimizing wear and the
number of moving parts. It did, however, necessitate
development of a trailing cable inside the slender
arm. A thin, twin-lead flexible circuit met the flex-Iife
requirements, but pushing that circuit in the return
direction into the slender arm was like trying to push
a chain by one end; the tangles that resulted were
disastrous. Supporting the flexible circuit on each
side with a crowned, stainless steel strip provided the

stiffness necessary to control it. The effect is similar to
bending a steel tape measure: the straight portion is
stiff while bending stresses are kept low in the looped
portion. Fig. 6 shows the trail ing cable assembly in-
side the arm.

The pen lift assembly is easy to assemble and ser-
vice. The three adjustments (pen height, pen force,
and damping rate) are accessible from the top after
removing one screw and the pen lift cover (Fig. 5).
The interior of the arm, shown in Fig. 6, can be ex-
pbsed by removing one more screw and snapping off
the arm cover.
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A Battery-Powered ECG Monitor for
Emergency and Operating Room
Environments
Electilcd isolation, reduced susceptibility to RF and
electrosurgery interference, and battery power equip this
non-fade ECG monitor to operate in the electrically hostile
environments found rn emergency vehrcles and operating
rooms.

by Sherry R. Grobstein and Ronald D. Gatzke

l -  ONTINUOUS MONITORING o f  a  pa t i en t ' s
\-l ECG provides one of the important indicators of a
pat ient 's  physio logical  s tatus when in surgery or
when being transported in an emergency vehicle. It
follows, then, that ECG monitoring instruments must
be depended on to operate continuously under these
circumstances.

This does not always happen. Emergency envi-
ronments are far more hosti le to a monitoring instru-
ment than the usual hospital ward and therefore im-
pose special requirements. For example, the transmit-
ters used by emergency vehicles generate RF interfer-

ence that is much stronger than any encountered in
the hospital. Hence, a monitor for emergency vehicle
use must be highly immune to RF interference, as
well as being more rugged than those designed for
fixed-installation service.

In the operating room, very strong interference is
generated by electrosurgical machines, causing the
usual ECG monitor to be useless during certain pro-
cedures. The operating room also imposes severe re-
quirements on electrical safety. With the amount of
electrical equipment involved-fluid pumps, motor-
ized operating table, electrosurgical equipment-

Fig. 1. Model 78333A ECG Moni-
tor displays ECG waveform and
heart rate with minimum inter-
ference from electrosurgery
equipment or other sources ol
electtomagnetic radiation. lnter-
nal rechargable batteries can
power the tnstrument f or up to six
hours.
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the chances of accidents from improperly grounded
equipment are increased. At the same time, the
patient's primary protection against electrical shock,
the skin. is breached.

Dependable Monitors
The growing need for ECG monitors that can oper-

ate safely and reliably in these more difficult envi-
ronments has led to the development of a new ECG
monitor, Hewlett-Packard Model 78333A (Fig. 1).
This instrument is rugged enough for mobile use and
it is battery-powered for portability. It also incorpo-
rates other features that minimize some of the electri-
cal hazards peculiar to battery-powered instruments
(see box at right), and it is highly resistant to RF
interference.

The new monitor presents a single ECG waveform
on a non-fading CRT display along with a horizontal
bar graph that indicates heart rate. In addition to the
visual display, it gives an aural indication by means
of a "beeper" that makes attending medical personnel
aware of cardiac events without requiring them to
watch the CRT. It beeps in response to each R wave
and variations in the pitch provide an indication of
arrhythmias, giving immediate warning of trouble. A
steady tone in the beeper indicates an INop finopera-
tive) condition. Adjustable heart-rate alarm limits are
indicated visually on the bar graph and audibly by the
beeper, which generates a steady tone when limits are
exceeded. A lead selector switch gives a choice of the
twelve electrode lead connections commonly used by
cardiologists.

The instrument is powered either by ac line power
or by internal gel-type lead-acid batteries that can
operate the instrument for six hours when fully
charged. The batteries recharge whenever the in-
s t rumen t  i s  connec ted  to  an  ac  l i ne .  and  the
changeover from battery to ac line operation occurs
automatically when the ac l ine cord is connected.

To prevent damage to the batteries from complete
discharge, a front-panel lamp starts to flash when an
operating time of about 30 minutes remains on the
batteries. At the conclusion of the 3O-minute warning
interval, the instrument automatically shuts itself off
to prevent deep discharge of the batteries.

The efficiency of the switching regulated power
supply in these instruments permits them to operate
over a wide range of l ine voltages (+10%, -25o/" of
nominal) without danger of excessive power dissipa-
tion. They are thus essentially "brown-out-proof."

Instrument Organization
A simplif ied block diagram of the Model 78333A

ECG Monitor is shown in Fig. 2. The ECG signal is
sensed differentially by the RA and LA (right arm, left
arm) electrodes and, as indicated by the diagram, it is

filtered, amplified and used to modulate a LOZ-kHz
carrier. The modulated carrier is transformer-coupled
out of the floating and guarded input enclosure, de-
modulated, amplif ied further, and applied to an
analog-to-digital converter. The converter samples
the waveform at a rate of 250 samples/second, con-
verts each sample to an 8-bit parallel word, and enters
the word into the recirculating memory where it re-
places the oldest word stored.

Safety Problems in Battery-
Powered Instruments

Battery-powered medical equipment has a unique problem:
lack of a connection to ground. Whereas this is most often
considered a safety advantage, it can be ahazatd if the patient
or operator becomes the l ink from the equipment to ground for a
dangerously high current.

Modern ECG monitors prevent the completion of a current
path from some other source through the patient to ground by
isolat ing the patient electrodes from the instrument's ground.
The ECG signal is transferred from the f loating guarded input
circuit  to the main chassis circuits by optical or transformer
coup l rng .

In the usual instrument, the f loating and chassis grounds are
connected by an 800-volt spark gap that provides a controlled
breakdown to protect the amplifier in the event that a high
voltage is coupled to the ECG electrodes. When the spark gap
fires, the gap voltage drops close to zero so any exposed parts
on the f loating circuits wi l l  not reach hazardous potentials.
Battery-powered instruments do not have this kind of protection.

l f  an operator happened to be touching an exposed metal
part on an ungrounded battery-powered instrument that was
monitoring a patient undergoing defibri l lat ion, the operator
could be exposed to a high voltage (a defibri l lator appl ies a
short,  high-voltage pulse-S ms wide, 8-16 kV high-to wide-
area electrodes on a patient's chest to restart or resynchronize
heart muscles that are f ibr i l lat ing, that is, working in an uncoor-
dinated and hence ineffect ive manner).

Another  opera tor  sa fe ty  p rob lem ar ises  dur ing  e lec-
trosurgery. Electrosurgery machines apply several hundred
volts of RF between 0.4 and 5 MHz to the oatient to cut t issue or
coagulate blood vessels, At 1 MHz, the typical 50-pF stray
capacitance between the f loating input circuits of a monitoring
instrument and the main chassis is only 3 kO, so an operator
touching any exposed part connected to the main chassis of an
ungrounded instrument during electrosurgery could complete a
low-impedance path to ground, and suJfer a shock or a burn as a
result.

These hazards are el iminated in the new 783334 Monitor by
the 25-kV electr ical isolat ion provided in the cabinet design. Al l
patient-connected circuits, cables, and connectors are isolated
from any chassis-grounded component by one-inch air gaps or
1/16 inch plast ic insulat ion. Signals are coupled out and power
is coupled into the f loating circuits by transformers that can
withstand 25 kV between primary and secondary.

In addit ion, control knobs are mounted on plast ic shafts that
connect to the control led component. lnstrument covers and
front and back panels are plastic and there is at least lz inch of
air between chassis metal and anything on the outside of the
instrument that the operator can touch. Exposed serews and
metal in the handle are also isolated from the chassis.
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Electrosurgery

Electrosurgery is being used more and more widely because
it makes nearly bloodless incisions, greatly shortening certain
surgical procedures. However, i t  also creates a high level of RF
interference, very often obl i terat ing the ECG waveform dis-
played on a monitor.

Electrosurgery machines generate RF signals within a range
of 0.4 to 5 MHz with peak{o-peak ampli tudes of 100 to 1000
volts, pulse-modulated at rales f rom 1 ,5 Io 25 kHz for coagulat-
ing, or 120 Hz for cutt ing. The RF is appl ied through a pointed
scalpel at the point of incision and the current return is through a
wide-area electrode on the opposrte side of the patient 's body.

The ECG s igna l ,  on  theother  hand,  i son  theordero f  1  mVwi th
f requency  components  be low 100 Hz.  There  are  many
places--on the patient, in the electrosurgery machine, in the
ECG monitor-where the electrosurgery RF is demodulated,
producing interference in the ECG display. The scalpel-trssue
interface, the ECG electrode-skin interface, and the ECG input
ampli f ier are the principal si tes where recti f icat ion occurs.

Demodulat ion of the RF in the ampli f ier of the new 783334
Monitor is suppressed by low-pass f i l ter ing al l  inputs (f i l ter de-
tai ls are described in the main text).  The f i l ters also suppress
interference from radio transmissions. As also described in the
main text, a common-mode RF signal can be converted to a
normal-mode signal by an imbalance in the capacitance-to-
ground at the dif ferential ampli f ier inputs. The capacitances-
to-ground of al l  points in the f loating input circuit  in the new
monitor are made equal by surrounding the circuits with a
metal enclosure. The enclosure also shields the sensit ive inout
circuit  from radiated RF.

Body Rectifiers
Demodulat ion of the electrosurgery RF also takes place at the

ECG electrodes, inject ing the RF modulat ion into the ECG sig-
nal. An electrode with i ts electrolyte forms a recti f ier with the
skin.1 The result ing voltage offset is proport ional to the current
passing through the electrode and i t  is inversely proport ional to
the frequency. For example, 1-mV offset is produced by 10
mA/cm2 o f  10-kHz cur ren t  pass ing  th rough a  s i l ver -s i l ver
chloride electrode whereas at 100 kHz, a 1-mV offset is pro-
duced by 60 mA,/cm2. RF f i l ters, consist ing of a 10-kO resistor
and 3-mH choke in series with each electrode lead, reduce this
current by factors between 4 and B to 1.

Another important source of interference is the scalpel-to-
t issue interface. This interface acts as a lossy recti f ier, generat-
ing a low-frequency voltage on the patient, In addit ion to the
modulat ion placed on the RF by the electrosurgery machine,
modulat ion arises from the scalpel-to-body arc, which varies
with the surgical technique used. As the arc reaches i ts l imit in
length, i t  breaks and re-ignites at random frequencies, produc-
ang 100% modulat ion. This modulat ion is detected by the scal-
pel rect i f icat ion process and coupled to the ECG electrodes
and the monitor.

Tests have shown the interference generated by the scalpel
rect i f icat ion to be the same order of magnitude as interference
generated by electrode recti f icat ion of the RF, the total interfer-
ence being about 200 mV peak{o-peak for the 1 20-Hz modula-
t ion used for cutt ing and 800 mV peak{o-peak of noise between
0.1 and 5 kHz for the pulse modulat ion used during coagulat ion.
Interference from the electrode recti f icat ion is suppressed by
the RF f i l ters in the electrode leads but the interference from the
scalpel rect i f icat ion is unaftected. Since no amount of f i l ter ing
can reduce interference within the bandpass of the ECG
amplif iers, operating procedures must be invoked to minimize

lnterference

this interference.

Minimizing Interference
First,  use of an electrosurgery machine that has a capacitor in

series with i ts output is helpful.  Capacitors (typical ly 0.0022 p.F)
were used original ly to el iminate muscle st imulat ion caused by
frequency components below 120 Hz but they also attenuate
low-frequency current f lowing in the scalpel circuit ,  minimizing
the low-frequency potential generated on the patient.

Secondly, placing the return plate as close as possible to the
surgical si te confines the electrosurgery current to a small  area,
reducing the low-frequency dif ferential signal seen by the
monitor. In addit ion, arranging the ECG electrodes with respect
to the plate posit ion so the ECG electrode vector is perpendicu-
lar to the scalpel current vector further reduces the interference
seen by the monitor. For example, in an open-heart procedure
the return plate should be on the patient 's back in a vert ical l ine
direct ly under the incision, and the ECG electrodes should be in
a horizontal plane on his chest.

Further, the ECG electrodes should be placed as far as pos-
sible from the surgical si te and equidistant i f  the electrodes
surround the site. A symmetrical placement of the electrodes
causes low-frequency interference to be picked up as a
common-mode signai that can be el iminated in the ampli f ier.

Burn Hazards
There is also a ootential instrument-related hazard tor the

patient during electrosurgery: that of RF burns under the ECG
monitoring electrodes. Burns can occur i f  the normal current
return path of the electrosurgery machine is broken so the
current f lows to ground through the monitor. The 50-pF stray
capacitance between a typical powerline-connected monitor's
f loating and grounded circuitry, which supplies a high degree of
isolat ion at 60 Hz (>50 MO), becomes marginal at 1 MHz (3 kO).

l f  the electrosurgery machine fai ls to notice an Interruption in
the normal current return path, i t  wi l l  dr ive al l  i ts energy through
the impedance of the body (about 500O), the electrode impe-
dance (about 150O) and the stray capacitance between the
monitor 's isolated input circuit  and ground (about 50 pF). At
2 MHz, a 1000-volt surgical drive would cause 160 mA RF
current through each of the three ECG electrodes, each of which
has a contact area of 1 ,5 cm2 (the threshold {or burns2 has been
determined to be 100 mA/cmz for 10 seconds). Burns from this
source can be prevented in any monitor by insert ing RF block-
ing impedances in series with the patient leads.

The RF blocking impedance should be placed as close as
possible to the electrode sites and the cables themselves
should be kept as far as posslble lrom grounded objects, such
as tables and other instruments, to minimize the capacitance to
ground of the signal conductors.

Although electr ical mishaps in the operating room are rare,
the fact that they can occur is reason enough to take all mea-
sures possible to minimize potential injuries.

-Sherry R. Grobstein
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RA
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Fig.2. Simplified block diagram of the Model 78333A ECG Monitor. The input circuits are iso-
lated from chassls ground for patient protection.

The recirculating memory consists of eight roz+-
stage shift registers operating at a clock rate of 250
kHz. The output of each shift register is fed back to its
input so the contents of the shift registers recirculate
continuously. Thus, a waveform acquired at a rate of
250 samples/second is output repetitively at a rate of
250,000 samples/second.

The samples are reconverted to an analog signal for
presentation on the CRT display. CRT sweep time
matches the time to read out 1024 samples so the
contents of the memory, representing th.e most recent
four seconds of the original ECG waveform, are traced
in four milliseconds. The relatively fast repetition
rate of the stored information causes the displayed
waveform to appear bright with no fading.

Heart Rate Derivation
The original ECG waveform is also supplied to the

tachometer circuit. This circuit has a one-shot multi-
vibrator that generates a 18S-ms pulse when triggered
by the R wave, the major vertical excursion of the ECG
waveform. The 185-ms pulses are averaged to derive a
dc voltage proportional to heart rate. The heart-rate
average is applied to one input of a comparator and
the CRT horizontal sweep ramp to the other. When
the two inputs are equal the comparator output resets
a flip-flop that was set at the start of the sweep, thus
generating a pulse that is used as an unblanking pulse
for the CRT. This pulse unblanks the CRT while a
low-amplitude, 64-kHz raster is applied to the verti-
cal deflection system causing a widened horizontal
line or bar to appear on the display. The length of the
bar is proportional to heart rate.

The CRT displays two channels in an alternate-
sweep mode. On one sweep, it presents the recon-
structed ECG waveform. On the next sweep, it dis-
plays the heart-rate bar.

The 185-ms pulse generated in the tachometer is
also sent to the beeper circuit where it gates an oscil-
lator, generating a tone burst in response to each heart
beat. The oscillator is frequency modulated by the
ECG waveform so any change in the amplitude or
shape of the ECG waveform causes a change in the
characteristic sound of the beeper.

The "leads-off" detector circuit operates on the
principle that loss of body contact on the part of either
the RA or LA electrode causes a loss of bias at the
corresponding amplifier input. The amplifier then
saturates, causing the balanced modulator to output a
maximum amplitude waveform. The waveform is
rectified in the leads-off detector and applied to a
comparator that switches on an alarm circuit [Itrtop]
when the waveform exceeds a certain amplitude.

Loss of body contact in the LL circuit causes a loss
of load in the reference-drive amplifier, and hence a
change in output level that is coupled back to the
input amplifier to cause it to saturate and trigger the
leads-off detector.

Operation of the alarm limits is similar to the heart
rate bar except that there are two comparators to sense
when the heart rate goes beyond selected limits. A
voltage representing a limit is applied to a comparator
and the sweep ramp voltage is applied to the refer-
ence input. The outputs of-the two comparators in-
itiate blanking signals that gate a high-frequency
raster that traces horizontal bars on the display. These
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Fig. 3. ECG tnput network rncludes /ow-pass f i l ters, to suppress RF interference, and
voltage clamps to prevent defibrillator pulses from damaging the sensltive tnput amphfier.

show where the l imi ts  are set  (see Fig.  1) .

Logic circuits detect whether or not the heart-rate
comparator triggers between the times that the two
limit comparators trigger. If not, the alarm circuits are
set .

The monitor can also display EEG waveforms. In

this case, the gain of the amplif ier chain is increased
by 10 and the tachometer and related heart-rate cir-
cuits are disabled.

lnput Filtering
As described in the box on page 28, f i l tering is

required on the input leads to reduce interference
caused by electrosurgery and radio-frequency emis-
sions. To reduce the interference to acceptable levels,
the ratio of amplif ier sensitivit ies to the ECG signal

[1 mV at less than 100 Hz) and to the electrosurgery
machine f 100V at 1 MHz or sol must be at least 10s.
The fi l ter, however, must have a cutoff frequency
above 10 kHz for adequate transient response of the
reference drive* (the reference drive may be switched
to any electrode in Model 78333A so the fi l ters on all
*The reference drive electr0de (left leg 0r LL) supplies an amplif ied and inverted signal derived trom the

comm0n-mode signal, essentially including the patient in a negative leedback l0op that increases th€

amDlif ier's common-mode reiecti0n ratio. Current levels are quite low, however,-less than 100 nA.

Ve = 100V

Mach ine
Capacitance
of Lead Set
400 pF Each

1oko

Capacitance
of Trunk Cable,
1000 pF Each

3.3 mH

3000 pF

Guard-To-Ground :
Capacitance (100 pF) 

|

10k{}  3.3 mH

(b)

Fig.4. Equivalent network for the
input cable (a) reduces to the
network (b) whrch can be simpli'
fied to the network (c).
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Fig.5. Diagram in (a) shows the network at one input of the
ECG differential amplifrer. Z1 reDresents the imbalance in
stray capacitance at the amplifier rnputs. V oo is the voltage at
the instrument input tesutt ing f rom 

"an 
interf erence

potenilal at the oatient electrodes.

Ieads must have the 1O-kHz bandwidth).

With the 10-kHz cut-of f ,  a  three-pole f i l ter  is
needed to achieve a 10s reduction in signal level at 1
MHz. Five poles are used in the monitors, however,
with three provided by RC filters within the instru-
ment and two provided by the electrosurgery fi l ters
(10 kO and 3.3 mH) and the conductor-to-shield ca-
pacitance of the cable (1000 pF), as shown in the dia-
gram of Fig. 3.

A three-pole filter with a cut-off of 15 Hz is pro-
vided at the output of the ECG amplif ier (Fig. 2) to
further reduce interference by some electrosurgery
machines. If greater bandwidth is desired where this
interference is not a problem, the fi l ter can be bypas-
sed.

The imbalance in capacitance from each input of
the differential amplif ier to ground poses another
problem. This imbalance injects a differential RF sig-
nal that can be rectif ied and produce interference.
The imbalance necessary to produce a 1O0-tr"rV signal
is surprisingly small

Consider  a s i tuat ion where the e lect rosurgery
machine causes a 100V RF signal to exist between the
patient electrodes and earth ground. This wil l cause a
voltage to exist between the input circuit guard and
ground. This voltage is calculated as follows.

The network shown in Fig. 4a is a model for the
electrosurgery fi l ters and the capacitances ofthe elec-
trode leads to the cable shield fwhich is connected to

the guard). This reduces to the network shown in
Fig.  ab.  At  1 MHz,  the impedance of  the 3000 pF
capacitor (53O) is much less than 3.3 kO, and that of
the 1200 pF capacitor (132 O) is much less than
10 kO, so these circuit elements may be ignored. The
model then becomes like that in Fig. 4c. The guard-
to-ground voltage V"* is then:

jo  (100 pF)

7

Flrdopn-

vF-\ /

t
+  [ (s .ek0+ jo1 .1mH)  |  |  rokO+;os .smu; ]

Vr*  :  0 .319  Vs

With a VE of  100V, V* is  31.9V.  Using th is  value for
Vr' one side of the differential amplif ier then looks
like the network of Fig. 5a. The impedance 27 repre-
sents the imbalance in the st ray capaci tance- to-
ground of the input differential amplif ier. Simplify-
ing the network at 1 MHz gives the circuit of Fig. 5b.
The value of Zt that causes a base-emitter voltage of
100 pV at Q1 can now be found:

100g.V :
l z l l  +  4BoO31 .9v

l z t l : 1 . 5 3  x  1 0 8 f , )

which at  1 MHz is  0.001 pF.
Hence, the guard that shields the input circuits

from electromagnetic radiation has an additional
function: equalizing the capacitance-to-earth-ground
of each amplif ier input.
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many hours snslyzinQ the charac-
terisl ics of electrosurgrcal inter-
ference. Sherry is a half  owner of
a  1946 Cessna 120 a i rp lane and
enjoys f lying around the country

to various air meets. In-between f l ights, she is kept busy reno-
vating an 1840 house she recently purchased in nearby
Lexington,
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A B R I D G E D  S P E C I F I C A T I O N S
Model 78333A ECG Monitor

(UL Listed)

ECG AMPLIFIER SECTION
INPUT: Differential input. Protected against defibrillator and electrocautery poten-

tials. Input impedance grealer than '10 megohms below 50 Hz.
PATIENT ISOLATION FROM INSTRUMENT GFOUND: >1 2 megohms minimum

at 60 Hz.
CHASSIS LEAKAGE CUFRENT TO GFOUND (with power cord): Less than

30 pA at l 15 Vac, 50-60 Hz; less than 60 pA at 230 Vac, 50-60 Hz.
COMMON MODE REJECTION WITH PATIENT CABLE: >'106 dB at s0-60 Hz

with 5k ohm imbalance.
NOISE: Less than 1 0 pV rms maximum relerred to input with each lead connected

to ground through shielded 25k ohm resistor.
ECG CALIBRATION SIGNAL ACCURAGY: 'l.O mV .2.5o/o relerred to inDut at
, 25?C,'

'BASELINE 
RECOVERY TIME FOLLOWING DEFIBRILLAflON: I seconq.

FREOUENCY RESPONSE (3 dB POTNTS):

DISPLAY AREA;8 cm vertically by 10 cm horizonlally. Upper 6 cm used lor
analog display; lower 2 cm used for cardiotach and alartn limit bargraphs.

REAR PANEL CONNECTORS AND CONTROLS:
OEFIBRILLATOR connector
PLETH INPUT connector
PLETH GAIN control

QRS BEEP volume control
ALAFIM VOLUME ontrol
INTENSITY control

Diagnostic

Monitoring

ES Filter
EEG

Cathode-Ray Tube
0.05 to 50 Hz
@ 1 cm deflection
0.5 to 50 Hz

@1 cm dellection
(typical)
0.5 to 15 Hz
0.7 lo 40 Hz

@1 cm deflection

Syslem Output
0.05 to 100 Hz
(minimum)
0.5 to 50 Hz
(typicaD

0.5 to '15 Hz
0.7 to 50 Hz
(typical)

(typical)
LEAD SELECTION: Buttered lead selector with seven ECG positions, EEG, and

STD pGitions. Can be used wilh three patient electrodes and retain leads l,
ll, and lll. Automatic INSTO of ECG preamp occurs as setling of lead selector is
changed.

PULSE AMPLIFIER SECTION
INPUT: Model 780-16 Ear Plethysmograph or Model '14301A Finger Plethys-

m€raph connects lo fear panel PLETH INPUT conntrtor.
GAIN: Adjustable by rear panel PLETH GAIN control. Maximum gain 250.

CARIXOTACH. Cardiotach operates on displayed waveform in ECG modes. Bange: Oto
250 bpm on CRT;0to 3V output at system connector corresponding to 0 to 300 BPM.

ALAN6
DELAY:5 seconds. Latching or non-latching alarms provided by internal switch

(non-latching alarms, reset automatically when heart rate retums to limit range).
INOP LIGHT: llluminates when leads-otf condition is detected in ECG modes.

When li l ,.alarms are disabled-
BEEPER: Audible QRS; pitch variation upon arrhythmia; alarm tone tor INOP

condilion and out-ol-limits heart rate.
DISPLAY

SWEEP SPEED: 25 or 50 mm/sa5% corresponding to 4 or 2 seconds of display
time respectively.

VERTICAL RESOLUTION: 8 bits, (256 levels).

Two remote @nnectors for system LINE SELECTOR SWITCH:
inDuvoutout '1151230 Vac.

General
WEIGHT: 11.4 kg (25 lbs) with battery; 9.1 kg (20 lbs) without battery.
SIZE: 20.3 cm H x 34.93 cm W x 42.55 cm D (8 x13 q4x163l4 in).
POWER: 115/230 Vac,50-60 Hz: +10o/., -171o.

POWER CONSUMPTION: 15 VA normal use; 45 VA with instrument operating
trom line and battery undergoing recharge from fully discharged state.

BATTERY OP€RATION TIME (battery new, lully charged):6 hours.
BECHARGE TIME FROM FULL DISCHARGE: 16 houTs.
OPERATING TEMPERATURE; 0"C to 55'C.
COLOR: Nloss gray case, white front panel, smoke green display section.
PRICE lN U.S.A.: $3800 including shielded patient cable and disposable electrode

MANUFACTURING DIVISION: WALTHAM DIVISION
175 Wyman Street
Waltham. Massachusetts 021 54 U.S.A.

Ronald D. Gatrke
Ron Gatzke has been involved
with ECG ampli f iers and electrode
systems ever since he joined HP in
1969, ini t ial ly working on the
5600-series comouterized ECG
systems. Prior to HP, Fon de-
signed radar systems. Ron earned
a BSEE degree at Western Re-
serve University, Cleveland, Ohio,
and an MSEE degree (1972) at
Boston's Northeastern Un iversity.
Ron enjoys camping and hiking
with wife and daughter (9) and
he's a student of the keyboard
(piano, harpsichord, and an
'1890-vintage organ at a church).

Hewlett-Packard Company, 1501 Page Mill
Road, Palo Alto, California %304
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